Utility of real-time diagnosis using contact endoscopy for oral and lingual diseases.
In this study, we prospectively investigated the diagnostic accuracy of CE findings in oral and lingual diseases. Between January 2004 and December 2009, CE was used to examine 66 patients with oral and lingual diseases at Hyogo College of Medicine Hospital. Blood vessel networks and superficial cell layers in the mucosal epithelium of normal and lesion sites were observed after staining with 1% methylene blue. Endoscopic diagnoses (CE diagnosis) were compared with subsequent definitive diagnoses based on pathological findings. The sensitivity and specificity for CE diagnosis were calculated. On CE findings, SCC showed the characteristics of absent and tortuous blood vessels, heterogeneous distribution, and increased nucleus/cytoplasm (N/C) ratio. Leukoplakia showed no atypical cells, abundant cornified layers, or cytoplasm without nuclei. Lesions were pathologically classified into three groups: 46 squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), 10 leukoplakias, and 10 other benign lesions (n=66). In 4 patients with SCC, malignancy was underestimated by CE findings. The overall diagnostic rate of the CE was 93.9% (62/66 patients). The sensitivity and specificity of SCC were 0.913 (42/46 patients) and 1.0 (20/20 patients), respectively. The usefulness of contact endoscopy (CE) as an in vivo real-time diagnostic instrument that can deliver results prior to pathological confirmation was suggested.